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Introduction: 
 
A panel discussion presented to the entire conference, the session was billed as: 
 

The Oregon Planning Program: The Next 40 Years 
A compilation of experiences, issues, concerns, and especially ideas on needed 
reforms in the Statewide Planning Program. 

 
The panelists, and therefore those who contributed to this paper, were: 
 

• John Morgan, The MorganCPS Group - Moderator 
 

• Wes Hare, City Manager, City of Albany  
 

• Eric King, City Manager, City of Bend 
 

• Timothy Ramis, Shareholder, Jordan Ramis PC 
 

• Scot Siegel, Planning & Building Services Director, City of Lake Oswego 
 

• Tom Hogue, Economic Development Specialist, Department of Land 
Conservation and Development 

 
• Representative Knute Buehler, Oregon Legislature – District 54 - Bend 

 
The panelists, all of whom except Representative Buehler, have direct experience in 
large local planning projects and a perspective on the difficulty of adopting and 
implementing those plans. The panelists were asked to explain the process or situation 
in they have been involved, to say what they wish had been different as they worked 
through these contentious planning issues, and to share their ideas for needed reforms. 
 
 
Opening Comments by John Morgan: 
 
I have taught my Planning in Oregon class for almost 10 years. In that class I tell the 
story of SB 100 and the work to implement it, helping the students understand the 
principles, laws, and values which underpin our Oregon planning system and 
philosophy. I say with great conviction that I believe, but for the Oregon Planning 
Program, the Willamette Valley would be a long nightmare of sprawl between the 
Columbia River and Eugene.  
 
However, I also say with great conviction from what I've learned in my work in 
organizational development there are two great truths relevant to this discussion this 
morning: 
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First, every organization built upon a vision becomes regulatory over time in order to 
perpetuate the original vision. And, as time goes on, the environment becomes highly 
litigious as the regulations perpetuating the original vision becomes less and less 
relevant to current values and needs. I suggest the current state of LCDC and DLCD is 
an example.  
 
Second, every organization must reinvent and renew itself approximately every 16 
years if it is to survive. This is proven true in business, non-profits, and government over 
and over again. We can look to Motorola, Phillips, and Apple as positive example of this 
truth, and MySpace and AOL as the opposite. While governments do not go broke and 
close their doors, they do suffer a much worse fate: irrelevancy. Legislators and voters 
will clean house when the irrelevancy becomes intolerable. 
 
How does this apply to the Oregon Planning Program? First, the regulatory nature of the 
program to preserve the original vision is based on preserving the past and may not 
reflect a refreshed vision based on current values, situations, and needs. Second, a 
disconnect between the program framework and the values of the people of the state 
may make the program seen as increasingly irrelevant and at risk. The voters 
addressed this with Ballot Measure 37 in 2004 which if not moderated by Ballot 
Measure 49 three years later would have seriously degraded the entire planning 
program. The Legislature addressed this with the Big Look Task Force in 2006 which 
did take a hard look at the program, but some would say didn’t achieve the reforms 
needed.  
 
This brings us to today’s panel discussion. Recent major planning projects by a number 
of communities have been thwarted leading to growing frustration in many city halls. 
The words I commonly hear are “things are out of balance” especially when a 
community creates a plan that makes sense and means something valuable, but then 
sees outside groups successfully tear it down. I also hear great frustration as there 
doesn’t seem to be any way to make things better. We see the Legislature in 2015 
adopt the Grand Bargain, a “super-siting” heavy-handed answer to the inability of State 
and Local governments to effectively work within the rules and systems that exist. We 
see the UGB Streamlining Rule adopted with great fanfare, yet when you peel back the 
covers you realize it is nothing more than a safe-harbor system where special interest 
groups have promised to not sue local governments if certain standards are met, with 
those standards reflecting the values of those special interest groups more so than the 
values of the local communities. Even at Metro, the bastion of big progressive planning, 
serious formal discussions are taking place on needed reforms to the statewide 
planning program as it relates to the growth patterns of the Metro area. These 
discussions raise out of frustration in the state of how things are and an urgency to 
define instead how they should be. 
 
One thing I am very mindful of is how little regard is given to City Managers and 
Planning Directors in defining and addressing these issues. The professionals who live 
this stuff every day of their lives are not given any higher regard in finding solutions than 
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special interest groups and armies of attorneys. Over the last year I have purposely 
talked with dozens of city managers and planning directors about their perspectives on 
the state of the planning program. Not one wants to eliminate the program, but not one 
defended it as it is and all yearned for something better. Today we will contribute to 
efforts to try to rectify that situation.  
 
We have a panel of people all of whom have been in the trenches and have specific 
stories to share. They are asked to explain the process or situation in they have been 
involved, to say what they wish had been different as they worked through these 
contentious planning issues, and to share their ideas for needed reforms.  
 
I ask them and you to look forward to the next 40 years and help us figure out what 
might change to make those 40 years of growth and change in Oregon highly 
successful. We are approaching the end of the third 16-year cycle and it is time to finally 
renew the vision. 
 
 
Experiences: 
 

• Wes Hare: 
o Member of Big Look Task Force  
o Big Look identified many needed reforms but few were implemented 
o Too much political pressure to stop reforms 

• Eric King: 
o UGB expansion and LUBA remand 
o Extremely expensive and time consuming 

• Timothy Ramis: 
o Scappoose UGB expansion 
o Process designed to withstand appeal rather than designed around 

community values and needs. 
o Intervention by powerful member of the Oregon Legislature with 

opposition groups was necessary to move project forward. 

• Scot Siegel: 
o Rural and Urban experience 
o Local communities could not be trusted to plan well in early 1970’s. No 

longer the case 
• Tom Hogue: 

o Economic development is not a priority 
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• Rep Buehler: 
o Housing crisis is partially caused by land use restrictions on the market 
o Inadequate funding for needed infrastructure 

 
Ideas: 
 

• Changes in broad planning program parameters: 
o Regional approach to land use planning 
o Regional planning based on actual regions 
o Regionalization of UGB planning. 
o Include smaller regional approach that recognizes neighboring 

communities as cohesive systems. Metro pay attention to Sandy, Yamhill, 
Molalla, etc. Salem and communities in commute-shed (Dallas to 
Woodburn to Stayton to Jefferson) plan as one cohesive system for 
growth, housing, jobs, transportation instead of individual communities. 

o Gorge communities also deal with Gorge Commission; regional planning 
can’t ignore issues of each community (The Dalles as affordable housing 
hub, NGOs don’t contribute property taxes [should be based on use?]). 

o Reflect regional opportunities in planning (Airport); look at big picture vs. 
worst case scenarios. 

o Allow for increased infill development 
o Change prioritization of how land is brought into UGB; “City of the willing 

(Hillsboro vs. Damascus)” 
o Replace soil maps as framework for urban planning. Orderly coherent 

growth and efficient deployment of infrastructure are more important. 
o Establish local school viability as the benchmark growth entitlement 

especially in rural counties. 
o Fast track for small developments that include affordable housing. 
o Sort out currently ignored disconnects including Goal 14 vs Goal 9, Metro 

vs member cities. 
o Recognize the home-rule authority of communities in determining how 

they evolve; recognize that growing population must have their needs met; 
make land use planning committees more legislative and less quasi-
judicial. 

 

• Changes in the planning process requirements: 
o Make approval process less cumbersome 
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o Reduce rulemaking, allow for more discretion 
o Expressway: if all affected local governments agree that proposal is 

acceptable, suspend state review 
o Non-land use path: move development standards outside 
o Give local governments role in environmental planning and provide clearer 

guidance in meeting state and federal requirements 
 

• Changes in State role: 
o Reconsider how LCDC works; reach out to local governments 
o DLCD becomes more consultive and less regulatory 
o Re-organize state government for community development effectiveness. 
o Merge DLCD; ODOT Planning; Business Oregon; Oregon Housing, etc., 

into a new Department of Community Development with a mission of 
supporting local governments in planning for livable communities, vibrant 
economies, and resource land protection in a balanced approach. 

o Much greater policy and financial emphasis on infrastructure development. 
 

• Structural changes to the System: 
o Answer fundamental questions such as: How much is too much; what’s 

the legislative intent; when does a development project impact override 
customary resource protection? Revise review standards or limit standing 
to appeal. 

o Fix poorly written and dysfunctional administrative rules 
o DLCD should track the cost of regulatory planning that lacks direct local 

benefits (especially for compliance and appeals). Limit the overall 
regulatory cost burden especially in rural counties. 

o Exploit existing sunk infrastructure costs: allow urbanization to capture idle 
capacity.  

o Create path for strategic project opportunities to happen. 
o Create fast-track UGB/Comp Plan/zoning adjustments to allow high-

quality employment projects. Create statewide version 2.0 of Central 
Oregon Large Lot Industrial plan. 

 

• Changes in the legal framework 
o Limit standing for challengers of UGB plan. 
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o Review administrative rules for unintended effects and excessive costs. 
o Increase LUBA filing fees to level the playing field 
o Review standard of whether local government abused discretion 
o Additional rulemaking to clarify substantial evidence rule 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


